Regulatory properties of lysine-sensitive aspartokinase under equilibrium conditions.
The regulatory properties of the lysine-sensitive aspartokinase (ATP : L-aspartate 4-phosphotransferase, EC 2.7.2.4) have been studied under equilibrium conditions by determining the effects of modifiers on the rate of equilibrium isotope exchange between ADP and ATP. The extent of inhibition by lysine, leucine or phenylalanine is almost independent of substrate concentration but is influenced by the substrate/product ratio. Inhibition by a given concentration of inhibitor is increased when the ADP/ATP ratio is increased indicating a regulatory interaction between end products and cellular energy metabolism. Lysine inhibition is cooperative under equilibrium conditions and the parameters of the Hill equation are nearly identical to those obtained in initial velocity studies. A cooperative heterotropic interaction between lysine and leucine is also observed by the ATP-ADP exchange assay just as it is in initial velocity assays. Thus, the regulatory features of aspartokinase that are observed in initial velocity studies are also manifest under equilibrium conditions as revealed by equilibrium isotope exchange rates.